Marital quality and the marital bed: Examining the covariation between relationship quality and sleep
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Introduction

Sleep is both a shared human biological universal and a time of social interaction... (p. 240).\textsuperscript{1}

Sleep is a vulnerable physiological state that optimally occurs when one feels sufficiently safe and secure to down-regulate vigilance and alertness. Across the lifespan, such feelings of safety and security are largely derived from the social environment.\textsuperscript{2} Conversely, impaired sleep adversely affects the ability to regulate emotions\textsuperscript{3} and behavioral responses to interpersonal situations,\textsuperscript{4} suggesting a bi-directional association between sleep and the social environment. Given that the marital relationship is the primary social context for most adults and that most married adults sleep with their spouse, marriage may have important implications for sleep. Indeed, a substantial body of evidence suggests that marital
status is associated with sleep outcomes, with the divorced typically having more sleep problems compared to their married or single counter-parts.\textsuperscript{5} However, all relationships are not equal. Marital role occupancy (i.e., married/divorced/single) reveals little about the qualitative aspects of close relationships that may influence sleep. For instance, amongst the divorced, Cartwright and Wood demonstrated significant reductions in the percentage of Delta sleep between participants currently undergoing a divorce versus those for whom the divorce was complete.\textsuperscript{6} These results suggest that the stress of ongoing conflict in the midst of the divorce process reduces deep, restorative sleep.

However, divorce is an imperfect proxy for how individuals perceive the quality of their relationship. In the close relationship literature, the subjective experience of the marriage (or other close relationship) is typically referred to as "marital/relationship quality" or "marital/relationship functioning".\textsuperscript{7} Given the dyadic (pairing of two individuals) nature of sleep for most adults, there has been surprisingly little investigation of the influence of close relationship quality on sleep or conversely, the impact of sleep disturbance on close relationship quality.

Evaluating sleep and sleep disorders from a dyadic perspective is important for several reasons. First, according to the 2005 National Sleep Foundation poll, 61\% of adults sleep with a significant other, and one-quarter to one-third of married or cohabiting adults report that their intimate relationships are adversely affected by their own or their spouse’s excessive sleepiness or sleep problems. Recent qualitative studies from interview data suggest that sleep problems in one or both partners, including insomnia symptoms and sleep-disordered breathing (SDB), contribute to marital problems.\textsuperscript{8} In addition, Ulfberg and colleagues\textsuperscript{9} found that women living with snorers were three times as likely to report symptoms of insomnia compared to women living without snorers, suggesting that a sleep disorder in one spouse may increase risk for a sleep disorder in the other spouse, perhaps leading to additive or synergistic effects on the relationship quality.

Second, spouses or intimate partners are a primary source of social control; i.e., they exert a powerful influence on their partner’s adherence or compliance to medical regimens, including treatment for sleep disorders, such as obstructive sleep apnea (OSA\textsuperscript{10}). Indeed, bed-partners play a prominent role in the diagnosis of sleep disorders, including OSA, which has been referred to as "a disease of listeners".\textsuperscript{11} Such a label connotes not only the importance of including the bed-partner as an important source of corroborating data in the initial sleep evaluation, but also suggests that OSA is a disease that exacts a toll on the dyad, not just the patient. Therefore, including partners as active participants in sleep medicine interventions may improve compliance and cost-effectiveness of sleep treatments.

Third, life events such as the transition to parenthood\textsuperscript{12} or adjustment to illness (e.g.,\textsuperscript{13,14}) are known to cause sleep impairments and precipitous declines in marital quality, suggesting that sleep quality may play a critical role in the trajectory of marital functioning. Despite the temporal concordance between life events associated with sleep disturbance and declines in marital quality, there has been scant study of the degree to which sleep disturbance precipitates changes in marital functioning following such life transitions (for an exception see\textsuperscript{15}).

Finally, consideration of sleep may elucidate key pathways through which close relationships ultimately influence physical health and well-being. Marital quality predicts a diverse array of physical health outcomes, including cardiovascular diseases, chronic pain, and infectious illnesses.\textsuperscript{16} The potential mechanisms linking marital quality with health include behavioral (e.g., exercise, adherence to medical regimens), neuroendocrine, cardiovascular, and immune pathways. These traditional biopsychosocial mechanisms account for some, but not all of the association between marital quality

### Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACTH</td>
<td>adrenocorticotropic hormone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHI</td>
<td>apnea-hypopnea index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPAP</td>
<td>continuous positive airway pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRH</td>
<td>corticotrophin-releasing hormone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAS</td>
<td>Dyadic Adjustment Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPA</td>
<td>hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAUP</td>
<td>laser-assisted uvulopalatoplasty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NREM</td>
<td>non-rapid eye movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSA</td>
<td>obstructive sleep apnea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>oxytocin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSG</td>
<td>polysomnography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSQI</td>
<td>Pittsburgh sleep quality index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QOL</td>
<td>quality of life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REM</td>
<td>rapid eye movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDB</td>
<td>sleep-disordered breathing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UVPP</td>
<td>uvulopalatopharyngoplasty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and health. However, sleep is rarely investigated as a potential mediator of the marital quality–health relationship, despite well-documented health consequences of sleep disturbances (e.g.\textsuperscript{17}) and the fact that most couples engage in this health behavior together.

In summary, most adults sleep with a partner, and for some, sleep problems and relationship problems co-occur, yet we know relatively little about the connections between close relationships and sleep. Therefore, the purpose of the present review is to summarize the extant research on (1) the impact of co-sleeping on bed partner’s sleep, (2) the impact of sleep disturbance or sleep disorders on relationship functioning, and (3) the impact of close relationship quality on sleep.

In order to provide a conceptual background to guide the literature review, we present a model of biopsychosocial pathways to account for the covariation between relationship functioning and sleep, shown in Fig. 1. The model depicts several direct and indirect pathways through which relationship quality may impact sleep and through which sleep disturbances may affect relationships. At the first level of the model, we distinguish between “healthy” and “unhealthy” relationships. In the close relationships literature, a “healthy” relationship is typically defined by one or both partners reporting average to high ratings of relationship satisfaction or quality and/or low levels of marital conflict, while “unhealthy” relationships are defined by low ratings of relationship satisfaction or quality and/or high levels of conflict.\textsuperscript{7} Our model suggests that, relationships that provide a sense of security and belonging are health-promoting by reducing physiological responses to stress and promoting sleep. In contrast, relationships that are conflict-ridden and hostile may contribute to impaired sleep by increasing vigilance and hyperarousal, disturbing mood, and contributing to health behaviors that impair sleep. An exhaustive review of each of the proposed pathways in the model is beyond the scope of this paper. Rather, we use the model as a framework for integrating the reviewed literature. After summarizing the available data, we will return to the model in greater detail and use it as a heuristic to guide future research aimed at understanding how close relationship quality and sleep dynamically and reciprocally influence each other, and in whom such links are most likely to be evident.

Literature review

We conducted an extensive search of Medline and PsychInfo databases to ascertain articles for inclusion. The following keywords were used in the literature search: relationships, relationship quality, marital quality, marital functioning, marital satisfaction, marriage, bed-partner, sleep, sleep disturbance, sleep disorders, sleep apnea, insomnia. The ancestry method of reviewing reference lists from relevant manuscripts was used to identify additional articles. English-language articles were included if they had an assessment of close relationship quality and a measure of sleep, sleep

![Figure 1 Model of the dynamic associations between relationship functioning and sleep.](image-url)
disturbance, or response to treatment for a sleep disorder. Although our primary interest is in the dynamics between sleep and relationship functioning, due to the limited evidence on the effects of co-sleeping more generally, we also included studies examining the impact of co-sleeping on the bed-partner’s sleep. We did not include a small number of studies examining the impact of the patient’s sleep on the partner’s overall quality of life, as the primary outcome variables of interest were sleep and close relationship functioning. Case reports and dissertation studies were also excluded. Given the limited existing data, both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies were included. The review is divided into three sections of studies that examine (1) the impact of co-sleeping on bed partner’s sleep, (2) the impact of sleep disturbance on relationship functioning, and (3) the impact of relationship functioning on sleep.

Section 1: Review of studies examining the impact of co-sleeping on bed-partner’s sleep.

Given the dyadic nature of sleep for most adults, it is notable that our review uncovered only five studies that investigated how sleeping arrangement (i.e., with or without the bed partner) affects objective sleep parameters. Notably, all of these studies showed significant effects of co-sleeping arrangement on either polysomnographically or actigraphically assessed sleep measures. For example, in a study of 14 married couples who slept in a sleep laboratory for three consecutive nights, Monroe found that on nights when participants slept alone, they showed a significant increase in Stage 4 and a concomitant decrease in REM sleep compared to nights when they slept with their partner. Despite the apparent objective costs to sleep architecture when sleeping with the partner, participants reported being less satisfied with their sleep on nights spent without their spouse. Consistent with Monroe’s findings, Pankhurst and Horne found that couples generally reported better sleep quality when they slept with the partner despite the objective evidence (using actigraphy) showing more movements when participants slept with their partner. Women preferred co-sleeping because they reported feeling more “secure” with the partner present, whereas men preferred co-sleeping out of habit.

To our knowledge, only one study has investigated the sleep effects of co-sleeping with a partner who has OSA. In this study, ten patients with suspected OSA and their spouses underwent simultaneous PSG studies for one night. Midway through the sleep study, patients received CPAP with the pressure adjusted to eliminate snoring and obstructive breathing events. As expected, during the CPAP trial, patients’ apnea-hypopnea indices (AHI) significantly decreased. In addition, spouses showed a significant decrease in arousals and a significant increase in sleep efficiency during the treatment trial (Table 1).

Section 2: Review of studies examining the impact of sleep disturbance and sleep disorders on couple’s relationship functioning.

The majority of studies (12 out of 21) included in this review investigated the influence of sleep disturbance or a sleep disorder on relationship functioning. More specifically, ten out of these twelve studies concerned the impact of OSA or SDB on relationship quality as reported by the patient and/or the bed partner. Of the ten studies concerning the dyadic impact of OSA or SDB, seven were cross-sectional and three were prospective. Four out of seven cross-sectional studies showed adverse associations between OSA and marital satisfaction. In contrast, Scott et al. reported no differences between snorers and controls on marital satisfaction. Billman and Ware similarly found that wives of severe and mild apneic men were comparable to primary care patient controls (without SDB) on marital satisfaction, but wives of apneics were less satisfied with their husbands’ sleeping behaviors and more likely to sleep apart from their husbands. Izci et al. also reported no improvements in marital satisfaction following implementation of mandibular repositioning splints (MRSs) in the treatment of patients with non-apneic snoring to severe OSA; however, frequency of sleeping with the partner and “cuddling” increased with MRS usage. Thus, although some cross-sectional studies report null effects of OSA on marital satisfaction, cumulatively, the increased frequency in intimate behaviors following treatment for snoring may have a positive impact on relationship functioning over time.

Findings from longitudinal studies of the impact of OSA and its treatment on marital functioning are limited and equivocal. For instance, McArdle et al. conducted a crossover trial in which 22 OSA patients and their partners reported marital satisfaction using the ENRICH questionnaire before and after 1-month of CPAP treatment or placebo capsule. In addition, partners’ sleep was monitored using in-home PSG following the treatment phase. There were no differences in PSG-assessed sleep quality or self-reported marital quality between partners in the CPAP-limb versus those in the placebo-limb of the trial. Several caveats temper these null findings, including limited power to detect significant differences between the treatment limbs and the relatively short follow-up period, particularly given the use of a global...
measure of marital satisfaction, which is unlikely to show substantial fluctuations in 1 month.

In another prospective study, McFadyen et al. assigned 44 patients to CPAP and 25 patients to "conservative" treatment (i.e., advice on sleeping posture, weight loss, and avoidance of evening alcohol consumption). Prior to treatment and 3 months following CPAP or conservative treatment, patients and their partners completed the ENRICH marital satisfaction questionnaire and an in-house measure of frequency of bed sharing, cuddling, and number of disagreements/arguments in the past week. CPAP therapy improved marital satisfaction, for both patients and partners. Both patients and partners in the CPAP group reported a decrease in disagreements per week, whereas patients and partners in the conservative treatment group reported an increase in disagreements. Baseline marital satisfaction scores were not related to adherence to CPAP in this sample.

Finally, Prasad et al. examined partners’ satisfaction following laser-assisted uvulopalatoplasty (LAUP; n = 50) or uvulopalatopharyngoplasty (UVPP; n = 41). After UVPP, significantly more partners reported improvement in “quality of marital life,” sleep quality, and overall quality of

Table 1  Studies examining the effect of co-sleeping arrangement on objective sleep.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study/design</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beninati et al.18</td>
<td>10 OSAa patients and their bed partners</td>
<td>Patients suspected of having OSA and their bed partners underwent simultaneous PSG CPAPb initiated mid-sleep</td>
<td>AHIc significantly decreased during treatment phase</td>
<td>Small sample Non-randomized order of CPAP treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edinger et al.19</td>
<td>35 middle-aged &quot;normal&quot; sleepers and 33 age-matched primary insomniacs</td>
<td>3 nights lab PSG 3 nights home PSGd in a counter-balanced order</td>
<td>Greater sleep latency (~20 min) in participants without bed partners compared to participants with bed partners</td>
<td>No direct comparisons between participants sleeping with partners and participants sleeping without partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meadows et al.20</td>
<td>22 couples (ages 20–59 years)</td>
<td>Co-sleeping assessed via actigraphy and audio sleep diaries over 1-week at home</td>
<td>Comparable numbers of discrete movements in men and women Gender differences in the impact of bed partner’s body movements</td>
<td>Lacked clearly defined hypotheses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe21</td>
<td>28 married (i.e., 14 couples) good sleepers</td>
<td>3 consecutive nights of in-lab PSG under both sleep-with-spouse and sleep-without-spouse conditions</td>
<td>Significant increase in the amount of Stage 4 sleep, and significant decrease in REM sleep without spouse</td>
<td>Subjects were medical students Findings may not generalize to other populations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pankhurst and Horne22</td>
<td>Study 1: 46 pairs of bed partners, ages 23–67 years Study 2: 39 sex and age-matched subjects who slept alone were compared to subjects from Study 1 with a bed partner</td>
<td>Couples were monitored for 8 nights using actigraphy</td>
<td>1/3 of body movements within each 30-s epoch were concordant for bed partners Concordance rates highest for younger couples Females reported greater sleep disturbance from their partner Movements decreased during the temporary absence of the bed partner</td>
<td>Unable to establish whether one bed partner’s movements caused the movements of the other bed partner</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: aObstructive sleep apnea; bcontinuous positive airway pressure; capnea-Hypopnea Index; dpolysomnography.
life, as compared to partners of patients who underwent LAUP. Findings from this study are tempered by the very limited statistics, the unclear operationalization of "quality of marital life," and the lack of a control group.

Aside from the influence of OSA on marital functioning, surprisingly few studies have investigated the association between other sleep disorders or sleep disturbances and marital quality. A notable exception is a large population-based study of 405 couples derived from the Alameda County Study, which examined the association between the participant's own and their spouse's sleep problems and marital happiness. The results showed that spouses' sleep problems were associated with higher levels of marital unhappiness, even after controlling for one's own sleep problems. An important caveat to this study, however, is that a single-item measure of marital happiness was used to assess the multi-dimensional construct of marital quality.

As indicated by our model, couples dealing with other types of illness in the family are also a particularly important population to consider in the context of sleep and marital quality, given their vulnerability to both sleep problems and relationship distress. For instance, Cottrell and Kahn reported findings from 50 parents of children (ages 5-year old and younger) diagnosed with epilepsy. Parents' nighttime awakenings and poorer sleep quality (as assessed by the PSQI) were associated with lower marital satisfaction on a widely used measure of marital happiness, the Dyadic Adjustment Scale (DAS) (Table 2).

Section 3: Review of studies examining the impact of relationship quality on sleep.

We began this review by stating that sleep optimally occurs when one feels sufficiently secure to down-regulate vigilance and alertness—an affective experience that stems in large part from the quality of the social environment. Clearly, not all close relationships are equal. Subsequently, differences in close relationship quality may have significant consequences for sleep.

One of the most influential theoretical frameworks used to characterize both adult and early childhood close relationships is attachment theory. Given that three of the four studies on relationship quality and sleep focus on attachment security, we provide a brief summary of the basic premise of the theory and why it may be implicated in self-regulatory processes, such as sleep. Briefly, attachment theory posits that early interactions with primary caregivers lead to the development of "internal working models" that guide one's cognitions, behaviors, and affect within subsequent relationships. These schema also contribute to one's sense of self, self-image, and one's ability to "down-regulate" physiological and psychological arousal in the face of stressful or threatening situations. While interest in attachment theory originated in research on infants' relationships to their parents or caregivers, more recently, researchers have utilized an attachment framework to characterize adult romantic relationships.

There has been a burgeoning interest in attachment theory in the field of psychosomatic medicine because of the implications for the different attachment patterns (i.e., secure, anxious or preoccupied, dismissing-avoidant, and fearful-avoidant) on differential patterns of stress-responsivity and subsequent physical health risk (e.g.). Specifically, secure relationships are hypothesized to be health promoting by providing a sense of security and belonging which in turn, fosters effective coping skills and reduces physiological and psychological stress responses. In contrast, individuals in insecure relationships, particularly those characterized by an anxious or preoccupied attachment style, may be particularly vulnerable to stress due to their tendency towards vigilance in relationships and relative inability to derive the stress-attenuating benefits of social support.

Consistent with this perspective, three studies have investigated the association between attachment security and sleep—all of which showed significant associations between measures of attachment insecurity (particularly attachment anxiety) and various dimensions of subjective sleep quality. For instance, Carmichael and Reis showed that attachment anxiety, but not attachment avoidance, was associated with poorer subjective sleep quality, even after controlling for depressed affect in 78 married couples.

The fourth study investigating the influence of relationship quality on sleep investigated the association between "marital harmony" and self-reported sleep problems. In a sample of 927 women drawn from a national probability sample, marital harmony was prospectively linked with fewer sleep problems, even after controlling for baseline sleep problems (Table 3).

Literature review

The majority of studies investigating the influence of sleep disturbance (primarily OSA) on marital functioning showed significant associations between these factors. Moreover, limited evidence suggests that marital quality improves with
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study/design</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Primary findings</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Armstrong et al.</td>
<td>27 untreated snoring patients and their partners; 24 patients who had undergone LAUP and their partners</td>
<td>Compared pre-operative patients’ marital satisfaction scores to postoperative patient scores</td>
<td>Pre-operative patients had lower marital satisfaction No difference in marital satisfaction in partners of pre-op or post-op patients</td>
<td>Non-randomized Only 50% of eligible patients agreed to participate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billman and Ware</td>
<td>26 wives of men with severe OSA, 19 wives of men with mild OSA, and 19 controls</td>
<td>Wives completed a marital satisfaction measure (DAS)</td>
<td>No differences in marital satisfaction between wives of apneics versus controls Wives of apneics were less satisfied with husbands’ sleep and more likely to sleep alone</td>
<td>Over half of the wives in the control group reported that their husbands snored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartwright and Knight</td>
<td>Wives of 10 male OSA patients</td>
<td>OSA patients and their wives completed a marital satisfaction measure and were interviewed about the impact of OSA on the marriage Responses compared to 7 divorced male OSA patients Wives responses were compared to a normative sample</td>
<td>Husbands with OSA and their wives reported decreased marital satisfaction, and increased social and leisure role limitations</td>
<td>Largely descriptive Married OSA patients were older, more depressed, and had higher AHI score High attrition rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cottrell and Khan</td>
<td>50 parents of children (&lt;5-year old) with epilepsy</td>
<td>Questionnaires assessed parents’ sleep quality, sleep disruption, and marital adjustment (DAS)</td>
<td>Parental nighttime awakenings inversely associated with sleep quality and marital satisfaction</td>
<td>Small sample size Self-report assessments of awakenings are subject to bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izci et al.</td>
<td>144 patients referred for intraoral MRS devices due to snoring or OSA</td>
<td>Surveys assessing marital satisfaction, frequency of bedsharing, cuddling, and overall satisfaction with the MRS device were sent to patients and partners 1-31 months after treatment</td>
<td>Poor marital satisfaction prior to starting MRS associated with continued MRS usage No association between MRS usage and changes in marital satisfaction Frequency of bedsharing/cuddling increased with MRS usage</td>
<td>Retrospective questionnaires subject to recall bias No objective measure of MRS compliance Low overall compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiely and McNicholas</td>
<td>71 OSA patients prescribed CPAP and 55 bed partners</td>
<td>Questionnaires assessed bed partners’ sleep quality, mood, QOL, and relationship quality</td>
<td>Significant improvements in sleep quality, mood, QOL, and relationship quality</td>
<td>Study-specific measure of relationship quality Cross-sectional and retrospective design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study/design</td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>Primary findings</td>
<td>Limitations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McArdle et al.</td>
<td>49 patients with OSA and 46 partners</td>
<td>Partners’ sleep and marital satisfaction (Enrich) assessed before and after CPAP</td>
<td>Partners’ sleep quality improved</td>
<td>Short follow-up to detect changes in global marital satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFadyen et al.</td>
<td>44 CPAP patient/partner couples and 25 patient/partner couples from a control group</td>
<td>Questionnaires assessed marital satisfaction (Enrich), marital conflict, frequency of bedsharing/cuddling, and QOL before and after 3-months of treatment</td>
<td>↑ marital satisfaction for patients treated with CPAP and their partners relative to controls ↓ in marital conflicts in CPAP group compared to control ↓ in marital satisfaction in controls</td>
<td>Study-specific measure of marital behaviors Non-randomized Non-blinded 47% participation rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prasad et al.</td>
<td>33 LAUP patients and 27 UVPP patients</td>
<td>Questionnaires assessed partners’ “quality of married life,” and satisfaction with treatment</td>
<td>Partners of UVPP patients reported ↑ marital quality compared to LAUP partners</td>
<td>No pre-treatment assessment of marital quality No control group Single-item measure of marital quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott et al.</td>
<td>56 snorers and 63 matched controls</td>
<td>Self-report measure of marital satisfaction</td>
<td>No difference in marital satisfaction between patients and controls</td>
<td>Snorers included patients presenting at Otolaryngology clinics- findings may not generalize No information on other comorbid disorders, including OSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strawbridge et al.</td>
<td>Subset of 405 couples, aged 51–94, from the Alameda County Study</td>
<td>Participants asked how often they had experienced difficulty falling asleep, staying asleep, or early morning wakings in the past month, and answered a single item assessing marital happiness</td>
<td>Spouse’s sleep problems associated with lower levels of marital happiness even after controlling for one’s own sleep problems</td>
<td>Cross-sectional findings Limited sleep and marital quality assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virkkula et al.</td>
<td>37 SDB patients and their partners</td>
<td>Patients and partners reported their “marital harmony”</td>
<td>1/2 of bed partners reported chronic sleep disturbance 1/3 of bed partners reported marital disharmony due to snoring</td>
<td>Largely descriptive statistics No explanation of how marital harmony was assessed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: "Obstructive sleep apnea; "dyadic adjustment scale; "mandibular repositioning splints; "continuous positive airway pressure; "quality of life; "morningness-eveningness questionnaire; "polysomnography; "evaluation and nurturing relationship issues, communication and happiness scale; "laser-assisted uvulopalatoplasty; "uvulopalatopharyngoplasty."
treatment of sleep-disordered breathing. In addition, a small but consistent literature suggests that measures of close relationship quality (i.e., attachment style and marital harmony) are associated with sleep quality. Several qualifications limit the overall conclusions from these studies. First, only four longitudinal studies examined the relationship between OSA and marital quality. The findings from those four studies were equivocal, which precludes definitive conclusions regarding a causal relationship or the directionality of associations between sleep disturbance and relationship quality. Second, the measurement of relationship functioning was highly variable across studies, ranging from unvalidated, single-item assessments to validated, global measures of marital satisfaction.

Notably, most studies concerned the effects of sleep apnea or snoring on relationship functioning. It seems plausible that relationship functioning would also suffer as a result of numerous other sleep disorders, including narcolepsy or insomnia. However, to our knowledge, most research concerning other sleep disorders beyond SDB and psychosocial functioning has not included a specific measure of close relationship functioning, or did not specifically address the association between sleep disturbance per se and relationship functioning.

Conceptualizing sleep disorders from a dyadic perspective is likely to benefit both the patient and the partner, by validating both partners’ needs and concerns and providing an even greater incentive to initiate and maintain treatment recommendations. Moreover, the evidence documenting significant effects of co-sleeping arrangements on objective and subjective sleep parameters underscores the importance of considering the patient’s usual sleeping arrangements when interpreting data from

Table 3  Studies examining the effect of relationship quality on sleep.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study/design</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Primary Findings</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carmichael and Reis</td>
<td>78 married adults</td>
<td>Self-report measure of adult attachment, depressive symptoms, and the PSQ&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Attachment anxiety associated with poorer sleep quality, independent of depressive symptoms</td>
<td>Self-report measures of attachment and sleep quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNamara et al.</td>
<td>Study 1: 300 college students Study 2: 76 elderly volunteers</td>
<td>Self-report measure of attachment style and frequency and content of their dreams in the past week</td>
<td>Preoccupied attachment style associated with more dreams and more vivid dreams compared to secure participants</td>
<td>Dream recall is not an index of REM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prigerson et al.</td>
<td>927 married women</td>
<td>Questionnaires assessed marital harmony and restless sleep at baseline and 3 years later Changes in marital status collected at follow-up</td>
<td>Baseline marital harmony associated with fewer sleep problems 3 years later, independent of baseline sleep problems No association between marital dissolution and sleep problems</td>
<td>Single-item measure of &quot;restless sleep&quot; and marital harmony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scharfe and Eldredge</td>
<td>203 college students</td>
<td>Self-report assessments of attachment style and sleep problems</td>
<td>Among students in committed relationships, fearful and preoccupied attachment styles were associated with ↑ sleep problems Among students not in relationships, dismissing avoidance was associated with ↑ sleep problems</td>
<td>Limited generalizability beyond college students Did not control for depressive symptoms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: <sup>a</sup>Pittsburgh sleep quality; <sup>b</sup>continuous positive airway pressure; <sup>c</sup>polysomnography.
laboratory sleep studies (in which the patient typically sleeps alone).

Finally, as we stated in the introduction and as depicted in our model, the association between sleep and relationship quality is likely to be bidirectional. However, most previous studies hypothesized a unidirectional relationship between sleep disorders and marital dissatisfaction rather than the reverse direction. Evidence for the theoretically plausible pathways in Fig. 1 may clarify the complex interplay between relationship quality and sleep. Thus, we now return to our model which provides a conceptual framework for understanding how close relationship functioning and sleep dynamically influence each other (pathways) and in whom such links are likely to be most evident (vulnerability factors).

Revisiting the conceptual model

Our model suggests that positive and negative aspects of relationship functioning are linked with sleep via their influence on psychological, behavioral, chronobiological, and physiological mechanisms. In a high functioning relationship, a partner is likely to be a powerful stress-buffer, down-regulating physiological and psychological stress responses, promoting salutary health behaviors, and deterring against health behaviors that could have a negative impact on sleep. In contrast, distressed relationships are a primary source of stress, leading to heightened physiological and emotional arousal, poor health behaviors, and ultimately greater risk for sleep disturbance and sleep disorders. Consistent with the reviewed literature, our model further identifies pathways through which the reciprocal association (i.e., sleep affecting relationship quality) also may occur. Sleep disturbance due to a sleep disorder or temporary perturbations may have adverse effects on marital functioning by influencing emotion regulation and heightening risk for certain psychiatric illnesses, influencing health risk behaviors, and altering physiological responses.

Psychological

People who are in high-quality marriages are generally happier and healthier people, as compared to their unmarried or unhappily married counterparts, likely due to a number of reasons that are ostensibly linked with sleep. For instance, as the primary social relationship for most adults, marriage protects against social isolation, which by itself is related to sleep disturbance. Feelings of safety and security in the relationship may lead to decreased loneliness or negative emotions and increases in positive emotions, which may lead to better sleep quality. The ritual of going to bed with a trusted and secure partner provides many couples with the opportunity to unwind and digest the stresses of the day prior to falling asleep. Having a supportive confidant may reduce intrusive thoughts that disturb sleep. In contrast, marital distress is a cause and consequence of psychological distress and psychiatric conditions, such as depression and anxiety, which are risk factors for sleep disturbance. Conversely, sleep deprivation affects emotion regulation, frustration tolerance, and cognitive functioning, which could, in turn, lead to more negative marital interactions.

Behavioral/chronobiological

Spouses are a powerful source of social control on healthy behaviors, such as maintaining healthy sleep habits, engaging in physical activity, or adhering to sleep treatments (e.g., CPAP). In contrast, in distressed relationships, spouses may engage in unhealthy behaviors, such as alcohol or substance use, which are known to impair sleep. Beyond health behaviors, limited evidence suggests that the patterning of social rhythms between bed partners may link marital quality with sleep by influencing the timing and frequency of positive and negative relational behaviors as well as sleep timing. Although exposure to light is the most influential “zeitgeber” that entrains human sleep–wake cycles, other non-photic (or social) zeitgebers also exist, including meal time, and pre-bedtime routines (which typically occur with the bed partner; e.g.). Disruption of social rhythms would likely affect sleep by disrupting the regularity of exposure to the more primary zeitgebers, including light, and potentially meals and exercise. For example, members of a couple experiencing high levels of conflict may purposely change their sleep or wake times across the week in order to avoid their partner. In contrast, healthy relationship functioning may contribute to greater consistency in daily sleep and wake routines in both members of the dyad. Indeed, although there appear to be objective costs to co-sleeping, the ritual of sleeping together may be a powerful motivating factor that encourages couples to follow relatively consistent bedtime routines.

Physiological

Finally, the interplay between relationship functioning and sleep may be influenced via their
effects on several physiological pathways, including the hypothalamic–adrenal–pituitary axis (HPA), autonomic nervous system, inflammatory processes, and more speculatively, through oxytocin-mediated pathways. Several studies have suggested an association between chronic physiological activation and insomnia. Although we recognize that other systems are also likely to be involved, we limit our discussion to these particular physiological mechanisms that have demonstrated associations with either close relationship quality or sleep.

**HPA:** Poor marital functioning contributes to dysregulation of the HPA axis. Wives reporting low relationship quality show flatter diurnal slopes compared to wives reporting high relationship quality. HPA dysregulation has also been implicated in the pathophysiology of insomnia. Elevated levels of corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH), the first product in the HPA axis cascade, acts in concert with the brainstem and hypothalamic arousal systems to promote wakefulness, and is associated with decreased SWS and increased wakefulness. With this in mind, poor relationship quality may lead to chronic CRH production that contributes to subsequent sleep disturbance. The reciprocal pathway is also plausible; i.e., elevations in HPA activity as a result of sleep disruption may subsequently contribute to decreased relationship quality. In their review of the literature on the HPA axis and sleep, Vgontzas and Chrousos concluded that sleep has an inhibitory influence on the HPA axis, whereas insomnia has been associated with arousal and increased HPA-axis activity. Shaver et al. reported that midlife women with insomnia scored higher on psychological distress than women without insomnia and women with psychophysiology-type insomnia also had higher levels of urinary cortisol in an early morning sample. These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that cognitive or emotional arousal and the concomitant neuroendocrine activation may underlie chronic insomnia. In turn, such cognitive-affective disturbances and HPA elevations may contribute to relationship dysfunction. Consistent with this hypothesis, elevated ACTH during a conflict discussion in the first year of marriage was related to decreased marital satisfaction 10 years later, and elevated norepinephrine was related to divorce.

**Autonomic nervous system:** In addition to HPA axis dysregulation, relationship quality may be related to shifts in sympathovagal balance via increased sympathetic or decreased parasympathetic nervous system activation. As reviewed by Kiecolt-Glaser and Newton, hostile behavior during couple discussions is related to elevated blood pressure and plasma catecholamine levels. In unhappy relationships, sympathetic activation may persist into the evening hours, due to increased conflict, hypervigilance, or avoidance, with the potential to disrupt sleep. While no studies directly address this concept, several studies show that shifts in the sympathovagal balance towards sympathetic dominance during sleep may contribute to decreased sleep maintenance and disturbances in sleep architecture in healthy individuals and patients with chronic insomnia.

**Inflammation:** Psychological stress in unhappy relationships may contribute to elevated proinflammatory cytokines. Married couples who demonstrated high levels of hostile behavior during two discussions with their spouse showed larger increases in IL-6, and elevated levels of TNF-α over the 24h after a problem-solving discussion compared to couples with low levels of hostile behavior. Several proinflammatory cytokines, including IL-6, are considered "sleep modulatory" cytokines (for a review see). IL-1/β and TNF-α increase NREM sleep, and elevated IL-6 may also be related to daytime fatigue and sleepiness in humans. Though there is no direct evidence investigating elevations in proinflammatory cytokines as a mediator of the association between marital functioning and sleep, the available evidence suggests that this may be an important pathway.

Conversely, elevations in proinflammatory cytokines observed after sleep disturbance may contribute to emotional and cognitive disturbances, which in turn, may influence relationship functioning. For instance, decreases in positive mood following inoculation with attenuated bacterial products or active viruses (rhinovirus or influenza) were significantly correlated with elevations in proinflammatory cytokines, suggesting a direct relationship between cytokine elevations and mood changes. Similarly, Vgontzas et al. concluded that a good night’s sleep is associated with a better sense of well-being and lower circulating levels of IL-6 during the daytime, whereas sleep deprivation is associated with daytime fatigue and increased daytime exposure of tissues to the potentially detrimental effects of IL-6. Such mood or cognitive disturbances related to elevations in proinflammatory cytokines may render couples at higher risk for conflict or may contribute to poor emotion regulation during such conflicts.

**Oxytocin:** Although speculative at this point due to the lack of human data, some researchers have argued that the neuropeptide oxytocin (OT) may provide the neural substrate linking social relationships with health outcomes. OT could plausibly be
relevant for sleep as well. OT is produced in the paraventricular nucleus, with neuronal projections throughout many areas of the brain. OT has widespread central nervous system effects and is present in both males and females; however, it is most often associated with its role in promoting maternal (i.e., stimulating contractions during childbirth, lactation) and pair-bonding and sexual behaviors. More recent evidence shows that OT has attenuating effects on human cardiovascular stress responses and has anxiolytic effects in rats and humans. Taken together, these findings provide suggestive evidence that couples’ emotional closeness and physical intimacy during the daytime and at bedtime may promote sleep; however, further evidence in humans is needed to confirm such speculations.

**Vulnerability factors**

The coupling between relationship quality and sleep may be moderated by several key vulnerability factors, including: personality traits (e.g., hostility), preexisting psychiatric conditions (e.g., depression, anxiety, substance abuse), socioeconomic and occupational factors, life events, and gender. For instance, Brissette and Cohen found that daily diary reports of interpersonal conflict and negative affect were associated with greater sleep disturbance, particularly amongst individuals characterized by cynical hostility. Similarly, links between relationship quality and sleep may be especially pronounced in individuals with pre-existing psychopathology, such as depression, anxiety, or substance abuse, given their heightened risk for affective dysregulation, poorer coping skills, and interpersonal skills deficits. For instance, depressed individuals are more vulnerable to sleep disturbance following stressful life events. Thus, sleep disturbance may exacerbate symptoms of pre-existing psychopathology, with negative effects on relationships, or psychopathology may contribute to relationship disruption, leading to increases in sleep disturbance.

Socioeconomic status (SES) and occupational factors are also important moderating factors in the context of relationships and sleep. In particular, low SES may exacerbate both relationship and sleep problems, by increasing exposure to psychosocial and environmental stressors (e.g., noise, overcrowding, difficult work conditions) and limiting access to social and material resources. For instance, socioeconomically disadvantaged couples who experience stressful life events, such as the transition to parenthood, and the concomitant sleep disruptions, may be more vulnerable to decrements in marital quality over time, because they lack material and perhaps, social resources to cope with the increased demands and decreased sleep resulting from the birth of the child. Moreover, socioeconomic resources influence couples’ options for coping with a sleep disorder or differing sleep patterns, which may further impact the relationship functioning. For instance, couples who have sufficient economic resources to buy a bed with two separate units or who have the option to sleep in a separate bedroom may have greater flexibility and options for coping with sleep disorders which may reduce the degree to which sleep problems influence marital functioning.

Shift work is an important occupational factor that can have negative consequences for both sleep and relationships. For instance, for couples in which one or both members of the dyad engage in shift-work, the association between sleep and relationship quality may be particularly strong because of shift-workers heightened risk for sleep deprivation and dysregulated social rhythms which may limit opportunities to engage in pleasurable activities with the spouse.

Stressful life events, including illness in one of the spousal members or another family member, or normal life course transitions, such as the transition to parenthood, are periods marked by significant sleep disturbance as well as significant fluctuations in the quality of the marital relationship. Consistent with diathesis-stress models of stress and coping, Karney and Bradbury argue that the negative effects of stressful life events on both individual and couple functioning are likely to be exacerbated in already distressed marriages, because of the chronic psychological burden of living in unhappy marriage, as well as the concomitant depletion of interpersonal resources to effectively manage the external threat. In a study of the effects of stressful life events on sleep, Morin et al. found that insomniacs perceived their lives as more stressful than good sleeper controls despite having comparable numbers of stressful life events to controls. These findings highlight the importance of the stress appraisal process in connections between stressful life events and sleep. Given that the stress appraisal process is largely determined by the individual’s perceived availability of coping resources and given that a supportive spouse can be a powerful stress-buffer, these findings suggest that positive marital functioning may lead to lesser risk for sleep disturbance in part, by mitigating the effects of stressful life events on sleep.
Finally, the magnitude of the association between relationship quality and sleep may differ for men and women. The marital quality and health literature suggests that women are more sensitive to both the positive and negative aspects of the marriage. In addition, qualitative data from interview studies suggests that women may be more susceptible to sleep disturbances due to their multiple social roles and responsibilities and relatively greater emotional investment in the health and well-being of their families. Gender is also important to consider given gender differences in the prevalence rates of various sleep and psychiatric disorders and the subsequent differential rates of women versus men who experience the “collateral damage” of being the bed partner of a sleep-disordered patient. For instance, given the greater prevalence of OSA in men, women are more likely to experience the collateral effects of their partner’s sleep disorder. On the other hand, it remains to be seen, whether the collateral effects of the partner’s sleep disorder are similar for husbands when considering sleep disorders such as insomnia, which show a higher prevalence in women.

Pathways summary

Studies linking relationship functioning and sleep to putative psychological, behavioral, and physiological pathways suggest that relationship quality and sleep may be causally related, but the lack of direct evidence to comprehensively test the pathways proposed in the model, precludes definitive conclusions regarding causality. Healthy relationships may promote healthy sleep by providing a sense of safety and security, down-regulating vigilance, reducing risk for psychiatric disorders, promoting healthy sleep-related behaviors, reducing physiological responses that disturb sleep, and contributing to physiological responses that promote sleep. In contrast, unhealthy relationships may lead to greater sleep disturbances by increasing vigilance, heightening risk for psychiatric disorders, promoting unhealthy sleep-related behaviors, and augmenting physiological responses that disturb sleep. Our model also proposes a reverse relationship, wherein disturbed sleep due to sleep disorders or prolonged sleep disturbance contributes to unhealthy relationship functioning by impairing emotion regulation and cognitive function and influencing physiological mechanisms. However, given that no studies to date have directly examined any of the proposed pathways as mediators of the relationship quality and sleep connection, these hypothesized pathways await future investigation. Finally, our model suggests several vulnerability factors that may moderate the degree to which relationship quality influences sleep and vice versa. Inconsistencies in the reviewed literature may be attributable, at least in part, to the failure to account for the influence of moderating factors, such as personality, psychopathology, socioeconomic and occupational factors, stressful life events, and gender.

Conclusions

Studying sleep as a dyadic, rather than an individual phenomenon, is clearly in its infancy. This review provides a context for integrating disparate literatures to inform our understanding of how close relationship quality and sleep may be dynamically related. Notwithstanding the methodological limitations of the existing studies, the consistency of the reviewed direct evidence and suggestive evidence from the proposed mediating pathways provides conditional support for the hypothesis that relationship quality is importantly implicated with sleep and vice versa. Recognizing the social context of sleep and incorporating such knowledge into both clinical practice and research in sleep medicine may elucidate key mechanisms in the etiology and maintenance of both sleep disorders and relationship problems and may ultimately inform novel treatments.

Practice points

- Asking about relationship quality in the diagnosis of sleep disorders may yield important information regarding the etiology or maintenance of the disorder, and may serve as an important motivating factor to initiate and/ or adhere to treatment
- Sleeping apart is not necessarily an indicator of an unhappy or unhealthy relationship. Encouraging patients to discuss difficulties with co-sleeping arrangements with their partner may lead to better sleep and a happier relationship
- If relationship problems are suspected to be a significant factor in the etiology or maintenance of a sleep disorder, referring a patient to couples’ counseling may be an important adjunct to treatment
- Sleep hygiene recommendations should take into consideration the dyadic nature of sleep for most adults and should help the
patient address potential conflicts (e.g., a comfortable sleep environment for one spouse may be an uncomfortable sleep environment for the other spouse)

Research agenda

- To avoid systematic bias, laboratory sleep studies should collect information on research participants' habitual sleeping arrangements as a covariate for subsequent analyses
- Home-based PSG studies may shed light on the impact of relationship functioning on sleep continuity and architecture in the couple's natural environment
- Behaviorally oriented assessments of marital functioning, such as daily diaries of marital interactions or shared pleasurable activities with the spouse, may reflect more detailed changes in marital quality over relatively brief assessment periods
- Longitudinal studies that concurrently assess the sleep of both partners as well as their daily marital interactions may elucidate the directionality of the relationship
- Studies employing actigraphy and daily recordings of marital interactions and sleep quality over several nights, would be a relatively low-cost and efficient method of examining the covariation between sleep and relationship functioning
- Statistical analyses for clustered data and intra-individual change (e.g., latent growth curve analysis, mixed models for longitudinal data), will facilitate future investigations of the dynamic relationship between sleep and marital functioning, as well as the potential pathways and vulnerability factors
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